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A bill in Pennsylvania, HB 912, that could have allowed assessment o�ces across the state to

tax “buildings on properties,” which could include sheds and perhaps dog houses that are not

permanently attached to the land, was defeated earlier this year.

The bill was defeated 41-154.

Shed owners concerned by the e�ort contacted their representatives, who took action by

contacting the Local Government Commission (LGC) to inquire about the bill.

According to representative sta� members, the LGC explained that the reason for the change in

legislation was to allow local Tax Assessment O�ces’ the option to assess pole barns. After

reading the de�nition, representatives didn’t understand how this explanation was valid, since

pole barns are “permanently attached to the land,” and as such, are already assessed for taxes.

This isn’t the �rst time in Pennsylvania that an attempt has been made to subject sheds to

taxation.

In Stroud Township, John Pedersen’s 200-square-foot shed had been subject to assessment for

property taxes. At issue in that case was the fact that Pedersen installed a rock bed under the

shed in order to use the shed for storage inde�nitely.

In 2014, a judge ruled that the shed was not taxable due to an assessment law passed in 2010

that stated that only buildings permanently attached to the land or connected with water, gas,

electricity or sewer are taxable.
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